When we observe the actions of others, certain areas of the brain are activated in a similar manner as to when we perform the same actions ourselves. This 'mirror system' includes areas in the ventral premotor cortex and the inferior parietal lobule. Experimental studies suggest that action observation automatically elicits activity in the observer, which precisely mirrors the activity observed. In this case we would expect this activity to be independent of observer's viewpoint. Here we use whole-head magnetoencephalography (MEG) to record cortical activity of human subjects whilst they watched a series of videos of an actor making a movement recorded from different viewpoints. We show that one cortical response to action observation (oscillatory activity in the 7-12 Hz frequency range) is modulated by the relationship between the observer and the actor. We suggest that this modulation reflects a mechanism that filters information into the 'mirror system', allowing only socially relevant information to pass.
INTRODUCTION
Humans have the ability to infer the intentions of another person though the observation of their actions (Gallese and Goldman, 1998) . Much interest in this field has focussed on the mirror system and mirror neurons. Mirror neurons were first discovered in the premotor area, F5, of the macaque monkey (Di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al. 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Umilta et al., 2001) . These neurons are so called because they discharged not only when the monkey performed an action but also when the monkey observed another person performing the same action. Mirror neurons have also been discovered in an area in rostral inferior parietal lobule, area PF (Gallese et al., 2002; Fogassi et al., 2005) . This area is reciprocally connected with area F5 in the premotor cortex (Luppino et al., 1999) , creating a premotorparietal mirror system. Neurons within the superior temporal sulcus, (STS), have also been shown to respond selectively to biological movements, both in monkeys (Oram and Perrett, 1994) and in humans (Frith and Frith, 1999; Allison et al., 2000; Grossman et al., 2000; Grezes et al., 2001) . Neurons within this area are not considered mirror neurons as no study has shown that they discharge when the monkey performs a motor act in the absence of visual feedback (Keysers and Perrett, 2004) . In other words, STS neurons are active when we observe actions but not when we execute them. The STS is reciprocally connected to area PF of the inferior parietal cortex (Seltzer and Pandya, 1994; Harries and Perrett, 1991) , and therefore provides a visual input to the mirror system.
Although mirror neurons were discovered in macaque monkeys, a variety of studies have found homologous areas in the human brain that are similarly activated when observing and executing movements (Buccino et al., 2001; Decety et al., 1997; Kilner et al. 2003 Kilner et al. , 2004 Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Grezes and Decety, 2001 ). Of particular relevance here is that the studies employing electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG) have shown an attenuation of cortical oscillatory activity during periods of movement observation that is similar to those observed during movement execution in both the 7-12 Hz (a) and 15-30 Hz (b) ranges (Cochin et al., 1998 (Cochin et al., , 1999 Babiloni et al., 2002; Hari et al. 1998; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2004a Muthukumaraswamy et al., , 2004b Muthukumaraswamy et al., , 2004c .
It has been suggested that action observation automatically elicits activity in the observer, which precisely mirrors the activity observed. If this is the case then this activity should be independent of observer's viewpoint of the action. In other words, if we observe someone moving their right arm, the activity in our mirror system should be the same irrespective of whether we observed this movement from the front, left, right or the back. Here we tested this hypothesis. We recorded cortical activity of human subjects using whole-head MEG whilst they watched a series of videos of an actor making a movement. The videos differed in the hand used to make the movement and in the viewpoint of the action. Here we show that the degree to which the a-band oscillatory activity is attenuated during action observation is dependent upon the viewpoint of the observed action. We speculate that this modulation reflects a mechanism that filters information into the mirror system, allowing only socially relevant information to pass.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data were recorded from 14 subjects (nine males, age range 25-45 years). All subjects gave written informed consent prior to testing and the recordings had local ethical committee approval. Subjects sat in a dimly lit room and watched a series of short video clips (each lasting 4 s). In each video clip, the subjects saw an actor making a movement with either their left or right hand from their side up to their ear (cf. Bekkering et al., 2000) . The video clips showed one of five actors performing one of the eight different movements. The eight movements made up a 2 Â 2 Â 2 factorial design where the factors were: The view of the actor (whether the actor was facing towards or away from the subject), the hand used (right or left) and the goal (whether at the end of the movement the actor touched their ear or not). The subject's task was to judge whether the actor had touched their ear or not. An example of the experimental design is shown in Figure 1 collapsed across the factor goal. All actors performed each of the eight movements. Each trial started with a blank screen with a fixation cross positioned centrally at the top half of the screen, in the position where the actor's head would be. Subjects were instructed to fixate the cross and then fixate on the actor's head when the video began. After 500 ms the video started. In half of the video clips, the actor was facing towards the camera and in the other half was facing away. The first frame was played for 1 s before each clip was played. When the video was played, in half of the clips the subjects saw the actor move their right hand and in the other half, the left hand. In all clips the actor moved their arm out sideways from their body and upwards so their hand ended near their ear. In all the video clips, the movement lasted exactly 2 s. In half of the video clips, the movement ended with the actor holding their ear and in the other half the movement ended with the actor's hand next to but not touching their ear. The last frame was held on the screen for 1 s. Subjects were instructed to watch the video clips, fixating on the actor's head throughout. At the end of each video clip, the subjects were asked the following question on the screen 'Did the actor touch their body?' The subjects were instructed to answer by pressing a button with either their left or right index finger. After the question appeared the subjects were instructed as to which button response was for 'Yes' and which for 'No'. In this way subjects were unable to prepare the response movement during the period when they were watching the actor's movements. MEG was recorded using 275 3rd order axial gradiometers with the Omega275 CTF MEG system (VSMmedtech, Vancouver, Canada) at a sampling rate of 480 Hz. The video clips were projected onto a screen positioned $1.5 m away from the subject. Subjects performed four sessions consecutively. In each session subjects performed 80 trials, 10 of each condition. Therefore, in total there were 40 trials for each condition.
All MEG analyses were performed in SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK. www. fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). First the data were epoched relative to the onset of the video clip. A time window of À100 to 3500 ms was analysed. The data were low-pas filtered at 50 Hz and then downsampled to 100 Hz. Quantification of the oscillatory activity was performed using a wavelet decomposition of the MEG signal. The wavelet used was the complex Morlet's wavelet. The wavelet decomposition was performed across a 1-45 Hz frequency range. The wavelet decomposition was performed for each trial, for each sensor and for each subject. These time-frequency maps were subsequently averaged across trials of the same task type. Prior to statistical interrogation, these time-frequency maps were normalised to the mean of the power across the time window for each frequency. Statistical analysis of the sensor space and the time-frequency maps were performed separately. For the statistical parametric sensor space maps the time-frequency plots at each sensor, for each subject, were averaged across a 1 s window from 2 to 3 s and across the 7-12 Hz frequency range. This time-frequency window was chosen to capture a-modulations during a period of movement observation that did not contain possible confounds of event related fields associated with the onset of the observed movement. This analysis produced one value per sensor per subject. For each subject and for each trial type 2-D sensor space maps of this data were calculated. Contrasts of these images were taken to the second level with a design matrix including a subject specific regressor and correcting for heteroscedasticity across conditions. For the statistical parametric time-frequency maps the sensor space data were averaged across sensors that showed a significant effect for contrasts performed on the sensor space data (see above). This produced a time-frequency map for each subject for each condition. These maps were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel [full width half maximum (FWHM) 3 Hz and 200 ms; Kilner et al., 2005] prior to analysis at the second level. Contrasts of these images were taken to the second level with a design matrix including a subject specific regressor and correcting for heteroscedasticity across conditions.
RESULTS

Modulations in sensor space maps
A first analysis looked for significant modulations in the sensor space maps of oscillations in the a-frequency range (7-12 Hz) in the 1 s prior to the end of the observed movement. The only contrast that revealed a significant effect was the interaction between the view of the actor and the hand used (Figure 2A ). This revealed a positive interaction at left parietal sensors (peak pixel t ¼ 4.02, P < 0.05 corrected) and a negative interaction at right parietal sensors (peak pixel t ¼ 3.95 P < 0.05 corrected). This is clearly seen in the parameter estimates at the peak pixels ( Figure 2B and C). This interaction is driven entirely by the hand observed when the actor was facing towards the subject. In these conditions, the oscillations in the a-frequency range were relatively greater at parietal sensors contralateral, and relatively lower at parietal sensors ipsilateral, to the hand observed. When the actor was facing away there was no clear modulation in these parameter estimates. Note that these modulations in a-power are relative to the mean amplitude of the a-power across conditions. At both the left and right parietal sensors the absolute a-power was significantly attenuated during action observation compared with baseline (P < 0.05) as expected.
A second contrast investigating the forward and backward facing conditions separately revealed a significant effect of hand in both hemispheres for the forward facing conditions (peak t ¼ 4.99 P < 0.05 corrected, for the left hemispheres; peak t ¼ 4.18 P < 0.05 corrected for the right hemisphere), but no significant effects in the backward facing condition (P > 0.5 uncorrected). It should be noted that the reciprocal nature of the modulations in the left and right hemisphere cannot simply reflect extrema of classic dipolar field patterns as here we consider sensor space maps of power where the data have been squared and, therefore, are always positive.
Modulations in time-frequency topographic maps
A second analysis investigated the time-frequency modulations for the interaction between the view of the actor and hand for the supra-threshold left and right parietal sensors from the first analysis (Figure 3 ). This revealed that the Figure 2A shows the statistical parametric map for the interaction between hand and body position in sensor space having averaged first across frequency (7-12 Hz) and then time (2-3 s). The colour-scale depicts the t-value. Figure 2B and C shows the parameter estimates from the peak voxel from the cluster at left parietal sensors (B) and right parietal sensors (C) collapsed across the factor goal for the conditions, right arm facing towards the subject, left arm facing towards the subject, right arm facing away from the subject and left arm facing away from the subject. The error bars show the pooled error term.
interaction for both hemispheres was largely confined to the a-frequency band and was predominantly present towards the end of the movement. For the right parietal sensors the peak pixel was at 2.45 s and at 10 Hz (t ¼ 3.84, P < 0.05 corrected). For the left parietal sensors the peak pixel was at 1.96 s and at 10 Hz (t ¼ 6.09, P < 0.05 corrected).
DISCUSSION
Here, we asked subjects to observe videos of an actor making a variety of arm movements. We have shown that during the period, when subjects were observing the movements, there was a significant modulation in the degree of attenuation of a-oscillations that was dependent upon the hand that was moved, the hemisphere over which the sensors were located and whether the actor was facing towards or away from the subject.
Experimental considerations
In this study, we manipulated the hand that was observed moving and the viewpoint of the observed action. No significant main effect of either of these factors was observed at any of the sensors at any frequency. Therefore, the sensor space map of a-power during action observation is not solely dependent upon the hand observed. This is in agreement with previous studies that have shown that the action observation leads to a bilateral modulation of parietaloccipital a-power when observing both left and right hands (Babiloni et al., 2002) . The only significant contrast was the interaction between the hand observed and the view of the actor. One simple explanation for this interaction would be that the a-power is modulated by the side of the screen on which the hand moved. For example, when the actor was facing forward, movement of the right hand would be on the left of the screen but when the actor was facing away the same movement would now be on the right of the screen (Figure 1 ). However, one would expect that an interaction that was modulated purely by the spatial location of the observed action should be a cross over interaction. In other words, the a-power should be equally modulated when the actor was facing towards as when they are facing away. This was not the case. When the actor was facing the subject there was a clear modulation in a-power. However, when the actor was facing away there was no modulation in a-power ( Figure 2B and C).
Modulation of a-power
When subjects observed an action there was a significant decrease of power in the a-range at parietal sensors. This is in agreement with previous EEG studies that have demonstrated a decrease in a-power at electrodes overlying the parietal and parieto-occipital cortex as well as a modulation in a more central a-rhythm (Cochin et al., 1998; Babiloni et al., 2002) . In addition, when subjects observed the movements made when the actor was facing them, there was a clear modulation in the degree to which the parietaloccipital a-power was attenuated at parietal sensors by the hand that was observed making the movement. The a-power was more greatly attenuated at sensors contralateral to the side of the screen where the movement occurred. In other words a-power was attenuated greatest at left parietal sensors when observing the right hand move and at right parietal sensors when watching the left hand move (Figure 2 ). This was an unexpected result as previous studies on asuppression during action observation had reported bilateral effects for parietal-occipital a (Babiloni et al., 2002) . However, this pattern of modulation is similar to that reported by Worden et al. (2000) . Worden et al. (2000) showed that explicitly modulating spatial attention to the left or the right of the visual scene produced a modulation in the a-rhythm. They showed that the a-rhythm was augmented in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the side of visual space that was attended. These authors argued that the effects that they observed could reflect an active gating of parietal-occipital visual processing by directed visuospatial attention. Therefore, it is possible that the modulation in the pattern of a-power that we report here in the forward facing condition could reflect the same or similar process, namely a gating of parietal-occipital visual processing by visuospatial attention. In other words, in the forward facing conditions the modulation in the extent of the a-attenuation by hand could simply reflect the fact that subjects were attending to the side of the screen where the movement occurred. What is surprising is that this modulation did not occur when the actor was facing away. This would suggest that the subjects did not modulate their spatial attention when the actor's back was turned, despite the fact that the subjects' task was identical in all conditions and the visual stimuli were broadly the same, an arm moving in either the left or right of the visual scene.
Modulation by social relevance
One difference between the forward facing and backward facing videos was the social salience, or relevance, of the actor. We know from everyday experience that when someone has their back turned their social relevance is much reduced compared with when they are facing us. In addition, recent animal behaviour studies have demonstrated that this social cue is not just unique to humans. The behaviour of animals is sensitive to whether another individual is present or not and also to whether that individual is or is not facing them, or looking at them. (Call et al., 2003; Kaminski et al., 2004; Flombaum and Santos, 2005) . Therefore, in the current study, we suggest that the different patterns of a-oscillations in the forward facing and backward facing conditions reflects a process that is modulated by the social relevance of the person being observed. There is little evidence in the literature either for or against the idea that mirror neurons in either F5 or PF are sensitive to the view of the action being observed. However, neurons in the STS are sensitive to the face view and gaze direction of the subject being observed (Perrett et al., 1985; Keysers and Perrett, 2004) . It is tempting to speculate that the results reported here could reflect a modulation of parietal-occipital a-oscillations, which are attenuated during action observation, by the view selective visual input from the STS.
Previous studies have shown that our 'mirror system' is activated when we observe someone else's actions. However, everyday we are in situations in which we observe many people moving simultaneously and it seems highly unlikely that the 'mirror system' is activated equally by all the observed movements. The results of the current study lead us to suggest that signals about the actions of other people are filtered, by modulating visuospatial attention, prior to the information entering the 'mirror system' allowing only the actions of the most socially relevant person to pass.
